
 

  Third Grade News   
Week of September 23rd-27th 

Language Arts 
  

     This week in writing we learned some 
interesting ways to “hook” the reader.  These 
include using a fact, definition, quote, or question 
at the beginning of our writing.  We practiced 
them as a class and then our third graders 
wrote their own type of hook about a topic of 
their choice.  Ask your child for an example of 
what they wrote! 
 

In reading, we enjoyed a story about Harriet         
Quimby, a brave woman who flew across the        
English Channel. She faced many challenges      
during her flight but persevered and landed       
safely. Our students then answered questions      
about the story to practice finding evidence in        
the text.  

Math 
 

Third grade finished up our math unit about         
adding and subtracting multi digit numbers.      
Students practiced solving multi-step word     
problems with both addition and subtraction. Be       
sure to look out for key words when solving         
these and think carefully about what the question        
is asking. 
 
Next week we move into multiplication! Our       
students have been asking about this skill and we         
are eager to learn. One important way to help         
out at home is to practice math facts. Be on          
the lookout for practice materials coming home       
soon! 
 

Other News 
 

Thank you so much for your hard work 
fundraising for Orange Ruler!  West surpassed 
our goal and had lots of fun during the past 

few weeks.  The fun run was a blast! 
 

Science/Social Studies 
 

This week in science we started to explore         
the properties of mirrors and symmetry.      
Students had fun using mirrors to find lines of         
symmetry in different shapes. Next week we       
will finish up the unit and end with an         
assessment.  

Important Dates 
 
● Fri. 10-4:  Parents can begin scheduling 
conferences on Synergy 

● Mon. 10-14: No school - Columbus Day 
● Wed. 10-23: Early Release 

 


